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Mortal Weapons
WALL STREET JOURNAL BEST SELLER IMPROVE YOUR PHYSIQUE, BUILD LEAN
MUSCLE, AND INCREASE STRENGTH For more than twenty years, Bret “the Glute
Guy” Contreras has been on a quest to improve human performance, focusing his
research on the gluteus maximus, the largest muscle in the human body. What
started as an effort to improve his own weak, flat backside quickly evolved when
he discovered the wide range of functional movements to which the glutes
contribute. Properly trained glutes not only help you lift heavier, jump higher,
sprint faster, and swing harder but also help prevent knee, hip, and lower back
pain and injuries. Bret went on to earn a doctorate in sports science and is now
known as one of the world’s foremost experts on strength and physique training.
After helping thousands of people reach their strength goals and achieve their
ideal physique in his world-renowned training facilities, Bret brings you Glute Lab,
which pulls his field-tested and scientifically proven methods and techniques
together into an all-in-one glute training system that will help you develop leaner,
rounder, stronger, higher-performing glutes. This all-encompassing guide explains
why glute training is important for health and performance, how the glutes
function, what critical role they play in the body, and how to design the optimal
training program to accomplish your aesthetic and performance goals. This book
offers thirty-six weeks of programming and several training templates for those
who want to dive right in, breaking down each technique with step-by-step photos
and descriptions. Bret also reveals the most common faults people make when
performing these movements and offers hundreds of tips for getting the most out
of every training session. You can implement his system in your local gym or even
in the comfort of your own home. Glute Lab is more than just a book on glute
training. These principles and methods can help you maximize muscle growth and
strength, improve body composition, overcome training and physique plateaus,
train around injuries and discomfort, determine ideal training frequency and
exercise selection, design periodized programs, and so much more. In short, this
book gives you the tools to make strength and physique gains and design balanced
programs that cater to a wide range of goals and work for your entire body.
Whether you’re a regular person looking to improve your appearance, an athlete
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looking to boost your performance, a physique competitor or bodybuilder looking
for an edge over the competition, a powerlifter looking to increase your strength, a
CrossFitter inspired to gain knowledge, a personal trainer interested in offering
your clients cutting-edge training techniques, or a physical therapist looking to
improve your clients’ health, Glute Lab will equip you with the information you
need. In this book you will learn: The fundamentals of optimal glute training The
anatomy and function of the glutes How to select exercises based on your
physique and training goals How to perform the most effective exercises for
sculpting rounder, stronger glutes Variations of the hip thrust, deadlift, and squat
exercises Sample training templates and splits that cater to different training goals
and preferences How to implement advanced methods into your training routine
Diet strategies to reach weight loss and body composition goals Sample glute
burnouts and templates Twelve-week beginner, intermediate, and advanced fullbody training programs with a glute emphasis How to design your own customized
training programs How to overcome plateaus in training, strength, and physique

Wave of Destruction
Four Southeast Asia tsunami survival stories offer insight into the experiences of
people who heroically endured devastating odds in their determination to stay
alive, recounting their painful losses of families, friends, and homes and their
subsequent efforts to rebuild. 50,000 first printing.

Mixed Martial Arts' Most Wanted
A state-of-the-art weight-lifting and nutritional blueprint for "skinny" guys who
want to pack on muscle. Let's face it, naturally skinny guys are at a distinct genetic
disadvantage when it comes to building muscle mass. But with the proper advice,
these "hardgainers" definitely can realize their fitness goals. In Scrawny to Brawny,
the authors draw on their years of practical experience as private strength and
nutrition coaches to provide hardgainers with: A progressive, state-of-the-art
program that optimizes results with shorter, less frequent workouts that maximize
compound exercises A unique, action-based perspective on nutrition that shows
how to prepare quick muscle-building meals and snacks--and how to take
advantage of several critical times in the day when muscle growth can be
stimulated by food intake Vital information on how to identify and fix any weak
links in their physiques that may be precursors to injury Designed not only for
frustrated adult hardgainers but also--with its strong anti-steroid message--a
terrific book for the large teen market, Scrawny to Brawny fills a significant gap in
the weight-lifting arsenal.

Aggressive Defense
Marcelo Garcia, winner of five Brazilian jiu-jitsu world championships and a man
many feel is the best pound-for-pound submission grappler of all time, unveils the
secrets behind the most effective guard system in existence-the X-Guard. Unlike
most jiu-jitsu instructional books, Garcia leaves no stone unturned. Not only does
he show you how to sweep your opponent using the X-Guard from nearly every
control position, he shows you how to do it both with a gi and without. Covering
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everything from grips to timing, this book will be a savior to anyone wishing to
compete in jiu-jitsu ournaments, no-gi grappling competition or mixed martial arts.

A Guide to Panantukan (the Filipino Boxing Art)
MMA Instruction Manual
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER Some people are born to be a certain thing. And I was
a born fighter. At the age of eight, Michael Bisping began his training in martial
arts. By the time he was 15, he was fighting in his first no holds barred
competition. When he turned professional and joined the UFC he was sure about
one thing: only a world championship title would do. A British underdog in the
greatest fighting championship on earth, he spent the next decade winning some
of the championship’s most sensational contests to achieve his dream, becoming
the first ever British UFC world champion in 2016. From his boyhood years learning
to fight in the gyms of Lancashire to his most shocking clashes in the cage, in
Quitters Never Win Bisping tells the raw and unfiltered story behind his legendary
career for the first time, including his greatest wins, his fiercest rivals and the
harrowing injury that forced him into retirement. As audacious, entertaining and as
candid as the man himself, it’s a backstage pass to one of the world’s most
extreme sports and an unbridled account of what it really takes to become a
champion, from sleeping in his own car to reaching the summit of the world’s
fastest growing sport.

The Mixed Martial Arts Instruction Manual
"Iron Palm is a set of martial art conditioning skills dating back to the Shaolin
Temple of fifth-century China. Its purpose is to strengthen the hand while
empowering the fighter to strike with force and precision. Skilled practitioners are
known for their ability to split a stack of concrete slabs without incurring injury.
Training in this traditional method can take years; it is focused and incremental,
requiring the guidance of an experienced master. In this book, author, instructor,
and five-time U.S. National Chinese Martial Arts Champion Phillip Starr provides the
definitive guide to Iron Palm. He meticulously outlines the three sequential steps of
training: hardening limbs, developing technique, and engaging Qigong for
coordinating breath and mind. The end result is a more powerful and precise strike
that can impact the target's internal body (with no trace on the outer body).
Lavishly illustrated with over 200 images, this book is ideal for experienced
practitioners of gong-fu, karate, and taekwondo"--

Periodization
Did you know that mixed martial arts (MMA) has been around a long time? Ancient
Greeks used pankration, an early MMA form, in battle and in training. In modern
times, MMA has exploded into TV, movies, and video games as a combat sport.
Competitors mix and match styles of fighting to give them the edge in widely
watched MMA contests.Enter the Martial Arts Sports Zone to learn about the
history, gear, moves, competitions, and most successful MMA stars. You'll
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discover:- What different martial arts make up MMA.- What some of the top MMA
moves are, including the roundhouse kick and the armlock.- What the different
weight divisions are.- Why Rorion Gracie started the Ultimate Fighting
Championship (UFC), the largest MMA organization.Are you into sports? Then get in
the zone!

Loving Sports When They Don't Love You Back
In a world where single combat determines the fate of nations, the Grievar fight in
the Circles so that the rest can remain at peace. But given the stakes, things are
never so simple. The Daimyo govern from the shadows and plot to gain an edge by
unnaturally enhancing their Grievar Knights. Cego and his team enter year two at
the world's most prestigious combat school, the Lyceum. Though he'd like to focus
on his martial studies, Cego feels the pull of his mysterious past and two missing
brothers. Solara Halberd, daughter of the fighting legend, embarks on her own
quest to bury the past. She must utilize every lesson her father taught her to
explore unknown lands where evil lurks in the shadows.

The Gospel of Fire
"The Twister" is a neck-jarring, spine-torturing submission hold refined and
mastered by Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu superstar Eddie Bravo. Early in his jiu-jitsu career,
Eddie Bravo dominated dozens of jiu-jitsu competitions with this unorthodox move.
When the Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Federation banned his trademark move, he proved the
effectiveness of his entire grappling style by defeating the legendary Royler Gracie
without "The Twister". In Mastering the Twister: Jiu-Jitsu for Mixed Martial Arts
Competition, Bravo uses over 1,200 color photos and descriptive narrative to
illustrate snaring an opponent in the infamous Twister from virtually every control
position. Also revealed is the entire Twister Side Control game, dozens of
submissions from the mount, numerous routes to take your opponent's back,
highly effective ways to pass your opponent's guard, and the secrets of "The
Truck", Bravo's patented control position.

Got Fight?
Sambo is considered one of the most effective, technically diverse, and dynamic
modern fighting styles ever devised. Developed in the Soviet Union and based on
Kodokan Judo and wrestling, sambo emphasizes utility over aesthetics. The end
result is a fast paced and powerful style that excells in both throwing and
groundfighting.This book presents a systematic approach to how the sport of
sambo is taught and practiced.

Authentic Iron Palm
What if there was a secret ingredient that could make every single one of your
martial arts techniques better? Not only faster and more powerful, but more likely
to slam home to exactly the right target every time. Maybe there is. Timing is the
art and science of ending a confrontation as quickly and efficiently as possible. In
'Timing for the Fighting Arts', authors Loren W. Christensen and Wim Demeere
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team up to teach you exactly how to get every last ounce of speed and power out
of your techniques. Already strong and lightning fast? Prepare to get even better.
Whether you want to feel safer on the street or emerge victorious in the ring, this
book is packed with inside information essential to defeating your opponent: Why
many experts say timing is more important than speed; How to put the OODA loop
and Hick's law to work for you; Why timing is both an offensive and defensive
asset; Which types of verbal distraction can give you the edge; Why controlling
your opponent's spine gives you an advantage; Which tournament techniques
really do work on the street; How to set up multiple opponents to create timing
opportunities; Which tricks law enforcement officers rely on to buy time; How you
can improve your odds against a gun or knife; Why timing is one of the most
important things you can add to your training. Every one of these concepts is
backed up by drills and practice scenarios so you can go beyond theory and put
your new knowledge to work in the ring or on the street where you need it most. If
you're ready to take your skills to the next level, Loren and Wim are ready to show
you the way.

You, the Career
Developed by Benjamin Mathes in one of Los Angeles's most prestigious
underground acting studios, "You, the Career" will revolutionize the way you relate
to the hustle, the industry, and the actor you want to become. Drawing from 25
years in the industry as an actor, producer, and cultural entrepreneur, Mathes will
show you how to take the power from the people who manage, and put it back into
the hands of the person who creates it--you! Inspiring, challenging, and full of
useful tools, this book is perfect for the beginner and the veteran actor. There is a
career that only you can create. This book will show you how.

Armlocks
Learn how to train for maximum gains with Periodization: Theory and Methodology
of Training. Guided by the expertise of Tudor O. Bompa, the pioneer of
periodization training, and leading periodization researcher G. Gregory Haff, you’ll
learn how to vary the intensity and volume of training to optimize the body’s ability
to recover and rebuild—resulting in better performance and less risk of injury.
Translated into nine languages, Periodization: Theory and Methodology of Training
has become one of the major resources on periodization for sport scientists,
coaches, and athletes throughout the world. Since the introduction of this
groundbreaking training theory by Tudor O. Bompa in 1963, periodization has
become the basis of every serious athlete’s training. Now in its fifth edition,
Bompa’s classic text combines the concepts central to periodization and training
theory with contemporary advances in sport science, physiology, and coaching. No
other text discusses planning and periodization in such detail or with so many
specific, practical examples from a variety of sports. With the fifth edition of
Periodization, you can learn the principles, objectives, and components of a
successful long-term training program and how to plan the right program to
achieve your performance goals. Periodization also contains proven strategies for
optimal peaking and specifics on training for better motor ability, working capacity,
skill effectiveness, and psychological adaptability. Better organized and easier to
read, the fifth edition of this definitive text presents the latest refinements to
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periodization theory: • New research on rest and restoration, specifically
countermeasures used in facilitating recovery plus practical suggestions for
implementation • How the use of sequential training and delayed training effects
can produce optimal performance at major competitions • A comprehensive
discussion, grounded in scientific data, on applying various methods of peaking to
ensure optimal performance for competition • New information on how concepts
such as conjugated sequencing and summated microcycle structures can
maximize strength gains and direct training • Expanded information on the
development of sport performance characteristics, including speed training and
sport-specific endurance Chapter summaries will help you review and reference
major concepts throughout the text. Plan and document each training program
with ease using the duplication-ready annual and four-year training plan charts
included in the appendix. When it comes to designing programs for optimal
training, Tudor Bompa’s expertise is unmatched. The fifth edition of Periodization:
Theory and Methodology of Training presents the latest refinements to Bompa’s
periodization theory to help you create training programs that enhance sport skills
and ensure peak performance.

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Instructorship
Wondering why you should purchase this book when there are other titles on the
shelves written by much higher-caliber fighters? Well, Forrest Griffin is not as goodlooking as those guys. He's not as smart as them. He's also not as athletically
endowed. And let's face it, neither are you. Those other fighters are pretty much
better than you in every way. But you can actually aspire to be as good as Forrest
one day. Why? Because he is nothing special, just like you. Forrest is not a martial
artist. He's a fighter, and this book was written for his kin. If you're a hillbilly like
Forrest and you get off on having your face rearranged, Got Fight? is for you. This
is a manifesto more strategic than Sun Tzu's The Art of War, more philosophical
than Bruce Lee's Tao of Jeet Kune Do, more powerful than a well-lubricated
locomotive. In these pages you will learn about true mental toughness—whether
it's scraping it out in the Octagon or picking up chicks. You will learn about the
mental defects that made Forrest Griffin into the abomination he is today and how
you can use your shortcomings to become equally horrible. You will learn the
essential tactics of hand-to-hand combat as well as how to defend yourself in the
event of a sword attack. Never been attacked by a sword? You need this book
worse that we thought. Still not convinced? Don't worry. Even if you find that the
book sucks, it will be no worse than having sex with Forrest Griffin. You'll feel a
small prick and some minor discomfort, and then it will all be over.

The X-Guard
In Mixed Martial Arts Instruction Manual, UFC Middleweight Champion Anderson
Silva unveils more than 150 striking techniques that have been proven in the
Octagon. Detailing everything from basic punches and kicks to complex
combinations through 1500 step-by-step color photographs and descriptive
narrative, this book will become a bible for both beginning practitioners and
seasoned mixed martial arts veterans.
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Timing in the Fighting Arts
Can you defend yourself in the street with boxing techniques? Yes, you can, but
there are critical differences between the ring and the pavement arena. For boxing
to be an effective self-defense system, you must know which parts transfer directly
and which ones you need to adapt. Most of all, you must know how to do that.
Written by a self-defense expert with over thirty-five years of experience, this book
teaches you exactly that. It covers everything you need to start your training,
regardless if you are a beginner or if you already practice the sweet science. You
will learn how to: Avoid going to jail by understanding how legal self-defense is
different from sports fighting. Not break you fist when punching without gloves.
Adapt boxing's footwork, punching and defensive techniques to the realities of the
street. Get out of the clinch positions attackers most often use. Avoid common
mistakes that boxers make when defending themselves. This first volume in the
"Boxing for Self-Defense" series covers the fundamental information you need to
efficiently defend yourself. It gives you the necessary knowledge to transform
powerful ring-fighting techniques into devastating punches that can fight off
aggressors. As the saying goes: You don't know punching, until you've been hit by
a boxer. Buy this book today so you too can become a hard-hitting pugilist. Bonus!
You receive free access to an on-line resources page with more information, videos
of boxing used in street encounters, gear to use and much more.

Interminable Longing
FAST, FURIOUS, UNFORGIVING - 25 fights, 250 questions. The follow-up to Mixed
Martial Arts IQ (Volume I) has the biggest events, craziest stories, the fighters you
love, the fighters you love to hate, and more. Accept the challenge. Ranger Up
Presents Mixed Martial Arts IQ (Volume II) is going to kick the crap out of you, and
you'll love it. Ranger Up Apparel Company and author Zac Robinson have
partnered to develop a pound-for-pound champion. In this book you'll find 25 sets
of ten trivia questions that are full of MMA history. Each set of questions represents
a fight. Answer them all and you've scored a big stoppage, miss a few and you're
waking up asking "Stitch" Duran what happened. In the end you'll have a 25-fight
record and be a champ or a can. Either way, with more than 20 photographs and
stories shared by MMA stars for the first time and exclusively to Zac Robinson for
this book, you'll have fun, and you'll be helping out deserving people, as a portion
of the proceeds from the sale of this book will go to Soldiers' Angels and Hire
Heroes USA. Among the numerous MMA stars who have already contributed to this
book and its effort to support these organizations are Wanderlei Silva, Rich
Franklin, Tim Kennedy, Chael Sonnen, Nate Quarry, Chris Leben, Gray Maynard,
Matt Lindland, Tim Credeur, Jorge Rivera, Brian Stann, Denis Kang, King Mo, Jason
Miller, and Pat Cote. So you see, you don't stand a chance but give it a shot
anyway! Maybe you'll be one of the few who rises through the ranks to contend for
the title of Greatest of All Time, and if not, after reading Ranger Up Presents Mixed
Martial Arts IQ you at least won't ever be called a TUF newb. Praise for MMA IQ,
Volume II “I doubt you could have found this many top athletes willing to
participate from any other sport. It’s a credit to each one of these fine gentleman
and the sport of MMA as a whole that they chose to be involved.” — “The Fight
Professor” Stephen Quadros. “This is truly a unique partnership and unique book. It
will certainly entertain MMA fans and it will make a difference in the lives of those
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who served.” — Fight! Magazine Editor in Chief Donovan Craig. Praise for MMA IQ,
Volume I “Every time I work on a cut I am being tested and I feel confident I can
pass the test. After reading MMA IQ I’m not so sure I can do the same with this
book.” ⎯ UFC Cutman Jacob “Stitch” Duran, www.stitchdurangear.com “MMA fans
everywhere pay attention—this is your best chance to reign supreme in your
favorite bar stool. The trivia and stories come at you so fast and so furious you’ll
wish Stitch Duran was in your corner getting you ready to do battle.” ⎯ Sam
Hendricks, award-winning author of Fantasy Football Tips: 201 Ways to Win
through Player Rankings, Cheat Sheets and Better Drafting “From the rookie fan to
the pound for pound trivia champs, MMA IQ has something that will challenge the
wide spectrum of fans that follow the sport.” ⎯ Robert Joyner,
www.mmapayout.com “I thought I knew MMA, but this book took my MMA IQ to a
whole new level . . . fun read, highly recommended.” ⎯ William Li,
www.findmmagym.com

Fedor
Eliot Marshall has always been a fighter-from overcoming bullies and bigots who
targeted his half-black, half-Jewish heritage to using his martial-arts prowess to
become part of the UFC. But beneath his badass exterior, Eliot struggled with
severe anxiety, until he learned to live a life of true purpose.In The Gospel of Fire,
Eliot shares his incredible story of breaking down and learning to build himself
back up by acknowledging his shortcomings, accepting his challenges, freeing
himself from fear, and maximizing his opportunities. Sharing the experiences and
tools that helped him battle back from the edge of despair, Eliot shows you how to
discover your own "why" and refocus your days on "how" to achieve it.You past
doesn't define you, and your present can set you free. With Eliot's example, you
can find your path and the power to remake your life.

Be Ready When the Sh*t Goes Down
The first comprehensive book on blocks, parries, and head movement in martial
arts covers everything you need to know to take your training to the next level.
Aggressive Defense goes into great detail on everything you need to know about
defense, from: *Basic to Advanced Blocks, Rolls, Parries, Head Movement and
counters. *All Pro Guards and Styles - Cross Guard, Philly Shell, Long Guard, Peek-ABoo, Low Guard and more. Beginner To Advanced In depth explanations with over
1,000 pictures, from the very basics all the way to advanced counters.*Reference
Sections - After each chapter pro fighters are listed that used the techniques
shown, along with fights where that technique made a huge difference. If the
technique is rare or hard to pull off, specific rounds and even times are given. After
learning each technique you can look up the fights referenced to see it used by
masters like Muhammad Ali, Anderson Silva, Saenchai, Willie Pep, Julio Cesar
Chavez Sr., Floyd Mayweather, Conor McGregor, Manny Pacquiao, GSP, Buakaw,
Mike Tyson and many more. *Southpaw Tactics (Open Stance Considerations for
Southpaws and those that fight them) - Each chapter has pages of information on
how the techniques shown are different for Southpaws, along with Southpaw
specific counters. Learn which positions leave you least vulnerable and most likely
to counter strike and secure takedowns. With over 43,000 words and 1,000
pictures, each technique is laid out in a clear, concise, easy to understand manner.
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Perfect for Boxing, Kickboxing, and MMA Stand Up.

Muay Thai
Grievar's Blood
Aikido with Ki
"Chin Na Fa is translation of a classic text on Chinese grappling methods, originally
published in Chinese in 1936, written by experts of the Chinese method as a
training manual for the Police Academy of Zheijiang province"--Provided by
publisher.

The Sword and the Mind
Discusses Muay Thai's history, basic techniques, and its most famous practitioners,
and features step-by-step illustrations of different moves.

Scrawny to Brawny
Over eight-hundred entries offer insight into the beliefs and wisdom of Bruce Lee.

Coaching Olympic Style Boxing
Footwork Wins Fights: The Footwork of Boxing, Kickboxing,
Martial Arts & Mma
A Samurai arrives in England intent on conquering the world of London
Prizefighting. But there is much more to the young warrior Datte than at first
meets the eye. Haunted by the ghosts of his past and spurred on by the hope of
saving someone he loves, Datte must master the brutal, beautiful art of Boxing or
die trying.In front of him lies his first challenge, but many more will come.Written
by David Christian, creator of the popular youtube channel The Modern Martial
Artist and author of the best selling technique book Footwork Wins Fights, Mortal
Weapons is the beginning of an epic journey that spans multiple continents and
showcases several unique and diverse disciplines. Illustrated by Emon Maki Rashid,
full-time karate instructor and artist. Utilizing his knowledge of traditional martial
arts along with his art skills allowed him to draw the dynamic movements of Mortal
Weapons. Mortal Weapons seamlessly blends the feel of a classic Kung Fu Movie
and a Sports Anime. It showcases real techniques and strategies used by the
worlds greatest fighters today, while emerging the reader in a narrative full of
drama, humor and violence.

Chin Na Fa
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Mixed martial arts hasn t been dubbed the world 's fastest growing sport for
nothing. It 's noticeably rocked the sporting world since the creation of the
Ultimate Fighting Championship nearly two decades ago and has even shaken up
the pop culture scene. Who would have expected popular MMA fighter Chuck
Liddell to trade in his sparring gloves for dance shoes on "Dancing with the Stars"?
A combo of grappling, punching, kneeing, and kicking, this sport looks like it will be
grounding and pounding, sprawling and brawling, for some time to come."Mixed
Martial Arts Most Wanted " steps into the cage and brings you round after round of
fighting deeds and details worthy of a sport known for bloody battles and ingenious
tactics. Authors Adam T. Heath and David L. Hudson Jr. have knocked out sixty topten lists detailing the low blows, grappling greats, human anomalies, and fighting
females that make up the compelling world of mixed martial arts.There 's no need
to be an insider Heath and Hudson bring you all of the sport 's best bouts, dirtiest
moves, and brainscrambling kayos in a book that will keep MMA enthusiasts
reeling for months.

Sport Psychology for Coaches
Quitters Never Win
Introduction by Sato Hiroaki Long considered a classic of tactical wisdom, this book
is an extraordinary synthesis of the ideas and experiences of three swordsmen:
Hidetsuna, Muneyoshi and Munenori. During their lifetime in the 16th and 17th
centuries they witnessed historic events which transformed Japan from a feudal
state at war to a stable and powerful shogunate. At its simplest level a guide to
swordsmanship but also a profound philosophical and psychological guide to
strategy. Illustrated.

Complete Martial Arts Training Manual
Mastering the Twister
This book presents an applied approach to sport psychology and is designed to
enable coaches and students to understand key sport psychology tools. It provides
coaches with a practical discussion of motivation, communication, stress
management, mental imagery and other important topics. It is a reader-friendly
organisation that includes: learning objectives that introduce each chapter;
sidebars illustrating sport-specific applications of key concepts and principles and
chapter summaries.

The Publishers Weekly
Ultimate Fighter champ Forrest Griffin and Erich Krauss, who previously brought
you the New York Times bestseller Got Fight, now offer a hilarious and very timely
guide to surviving the coming apocalypse. Be Ready When the Sh*t Goes Down
provides everything an aspiring Mad Max needs to know about post-apocalyptic
living. Since it’s coming soon anyway, we might as well all Be Ready When the Sh*t
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Goes Down.

Ranger Up Presents Mixed Martial Arts IQ
The Complete Martial Arts Training Manual is a complete guide for anyone who has
an interest in the martial arts. Having a broad knowledge of the various techniques
of the martial arts gives a martial artist an expanded ability to counteract a variety
of attacks and overwhelm an opponent's defenses. Author Ashley Martin shares
with the reader his years of experience as a practitioner and teacher. He provides
a catalog of the various martial arts being taught worldwide and their strengths
and weaknesses. He then covers the basics of hand-to-hand techniques within
each of those disciplines, from strikes to ground fighting. Finally, he offers
information on the overall health and well being of the martial artist, including
important nutritional information and stretching techniques. The Complete Martial
Arts Training Manual is a solid foundation of martial arts for beginners and a key
supplement for the veteran martial artist.

The Sambo Encyclopedia
Triumphant wins, gut-wrenching losses, last-second shots, underdogs, competition,
and loyalty—it’s fun to be a fan. But when a football player takes a hit to the head
after yet another study has warned of the dangers of CTE, or when a team whose
mascot was born in an era of racism and bigotry takes the field, or when a relief
pitcher accused of domestic violence saves the game, how is one to cheer?
Welcome to the club for sports fans who care too much. In Loving Sports When
They Don’t Love You Back, acclaimed sports writers Jessica Luther and Kavitha A.
Davidson tackle the most pressing issues in sports, why they matter, and how we
can do better. For the authors, “sticking to sports” is not an option—not when our
taxes are paying for the stadiums, and college athletes aren’t getting paid at all.
But simply quitting a favorite team won’t change corrupt and deplorable practices,
and the root causes of many of these problems are endemic in our wider society.
An essential read for modern fans, Loving Sports When They Don’t Love You Back
challenges the status quo and explores how we might begin to reconcile our
conscience with our fandom.

Glute Lab
Boxing for Self-Defense
The first comprehensive book on footwork in martial arts covers everything you
need to know to take your training to the next level. Footwork Wins Fights goes
into great detail on everything you need to know about footwork, from: *Body
Mechanics Basic and Clear Rules on how to move efficiently. *Comprehensive List
of Footwork

Mixed Martial Arts
Anderson "The Spider" Silva—Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu black belt, boxing and Muay Thai
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specialist and current UFC middleweight champion—is the most decorated martial
artist in the UFC. In Mixed Martial Arts Instruction Manual: The Muay Thai Clinch,
Takedowns, Takedown Defense & Ground Fighting, Silva unveils the secrets to his
fighting success. Beginning where his first book, The Mixed Martial Arts Instruction
Manual: Striking left off, Silva demonstrates how to devastate opponents from the
Muay Thai clinch with off-balancing techniques and brutal knee and elbow strikes.
Silva also devotes an entire section to focus mitt drills that hone striking
combinations. This book is a must-have for any fighter looking to improve his
ground game.

Striking Thoughts
Lists the four fundamental principles that unify mind and body, demonstrates the
basic stances and throws of aikido, and shows a variety of practice exercises

Muay Thai Boxing
STOP! If you are looking for a guide focused 100 percent on competition or
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) techniques, this book is not for you. But if you are looking for
a manual to give you the foundation for becoming a competent instructor and
improving your students' experience, this book might present you with some
valuable insights. The purpose of this book is to give new instructors the necessary
theory and practical knowledge to avoid common mistakes when running a BJJ
program, and it was written based on the combination of my teaching experience
and academic background. Over the past thirteen years, via trial and error, I have
come to several conclusions on how to optimize certain aspects of BJJ classes for
kids and adults. The path to a successful program can be significantly different
from instructor to instructor, and this book compiles my own perspective and
personal findings. I don't claim to have mastered all aspects discussed in this book,
but to have recognized some fundamental topics that can facilitate your path as
they have facilitated mine.I wish you a journey filled with success.
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